PRESS RELEASE
Brussels, 14th September 2017

Opening: new beautiful shared home for young
professionals
After Saint-Gilles and Châtelain, Morton Place opens its third beautiful
shared home in Brussels: Morton Place Louise.
Living in community, respecting comfort and privacy
After Morton Place Parvis launched in 2011 and Morton Place Châtelain in 2015, MP
Louise is the third house in the Morton Place group of beautiful shared homes for
international professionals in Brussels. The heart of each house is the common area
for members to cook, relax, or work: a generous kitchen with a large communal table,
a reading corner and a comfortable living room. Because some things aren’t for
sharing, each member has their own private bedroom with private bathroom. Fully
furnished including superfast Wi-Fi, the house has everything the members need from
the moment they arrive in Brussels.
The Morton Place concept is the result of founder Tanya Morton’s personal
experiences: “I made lifelong friends at the shared house I lived in as a student, but
the kitchen sink, the living room floor weren’t always the cleanest. When I moved to a
big city to start working, setting up things such as utilities was a hassle, and over time
I found life in a studio can often be lonely. I wanted to create a balance between the
positive aspects of my student life and adult needs.” Despite today’s connected
society, young professionals actively seek community, but they don’t want to sacrifice
comfort. With this in mind, Tanya Morton launched her first shared home in Brussels 7
years ago.
Co-living with international people
Members of Morton Place are from Belgium and the rest of the world. They choose the
MP community to make friends from the moment they arrive and for the convenience
of an all-inclusive contract. MP Louise is intentionally designed for harmonious living,
with multiple refrigerators, several cooking tops and different areas to relax, or to
gather with your housemates to enjoy a movie or meal.

Good design for community living provides the perfect setting for co-living to take
place, problem free. Although initially seduced by the beauty of the houses and
professionalism of the team, it’s the friendships and memories that members leave
with that count.
A Brussels “Maison de Maître” tastefully restored
Behind the imposing wooden doors, designers Claudia Ahrend and Isabelle Steemans
have succeeded in creating an eclectic decor by giving a modern twist to a traditional
atmosphere. Wallpapers from Belgian company Omexco, vintage furniture from
Belgium and Scandinavia and luxury materials are inspired by “bourgeois” style of this
traditional house with a nod to the contemporary.
As a multicultural area with Art Nouveau architecture and excellent public transport
connections, Morton Place couldn’t find a better home than Saint-Gilles.

DETAILS
Morton Place Louise, Rue de la Linière 31, 1060 Saint-Gilles.
The residents will move in Morton Place Louise from 15 September 2017.
All-inclusive rent/month between 650€ and 1000€.
Availability: http://www.mortonplace.be/availability/
LINKS
Website: http://www.mortonplace.be/house-louise/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MortonPlaceBe/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/mortonplacebxl/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/9215904/
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